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Abstract:
In this article I make a plea for human geographers to make use of the rapidly growing repository of
material that is found on Youtube. ere have only been a handful of studies that make use of the
material published on video-sharing sites by film-makers and other contributors who are sometimes
far outside of the interests and reach of traditional broadcast media. I reflect on three videos, that I
have been involved in the analysis of, in order to provide a sense of how diverse the videos are and
the logics of their production. ese videos are: the recording of a police encounter by amateur filmmakers, a patient’s recovery from a major trauma and a home video of christmas day. In addition I
also oﬀer a sketch of an ethnomethodological analysis of the videos, though there are many other
forms of analysis that could be brought to bear on them from human geography.
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Introduction
Writing anything about Youtube seem somewhat unwise because of how rapidly it continues to
evolve and involve. Youtube is used as an archive, a broadcast medium, a platform, an online
community, a system of circulation, an advertising medium, a distribution system for amateurs, for
video-logging tool, for music sharing, for mash-ups, for sharing ‘funny videos’ of cats growling or
babies dancing (Burgess & Green 2009; Snickars and Vonderau 2009). Above all, it contains an
abundance of the “naturally occurring” material that David Silverman (2007) has long argued that
qualitative researchers should use in their studies. is is not to say that the materials that any
researcher then begins to explore, collect and describe what they find in, and on, Youtube are not
then reflexively constructed as part of the research process. It is to say, instead. that found materials
are just as valid and informative about the socio-spatial organising of the world as interview or focus
group materials,outside of historical geography (Lorimer 2009), too few use the former. In terms of
human geographers using Youtube materials it is the pioneering work by Longhurst (2009) on
birthing videos that has provided a hint of what we might find for study.
My own research interest in Youtube has centred around its use by amateur and semi-professional
film makers (Laurier 2009; 2013). Finding the film makers involved spending weeks searching
through movies on Youtube, following their circulation (Sumiala & Tikka 2011) with the aim of
tracking it back to and understanding it through the editing stage. What that search lead me to
appreciate was that very wealth of third party material for other forms of research. A student of
mine (Smith 2011) was interested in street encounters between the police and the public and drew
on amateur film-makers recordings of these encounters deposited on Youtube. We were by no
means the first to realise this: recordings of police encounters were, and continue to be, routinely
used by the national news media for reporting on violent incidents during demonstrations, most
famously around the death of Ian Tomlinson during the 2009 G20 protests in London. e videos
that Smith (2011) found of “stop and search” were doubly fascinating because they topicalised video
recording both by parties, for the police, as evidence of terrorism and, for the film-makers, as a
record of treatment by the police.
Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis (EMCA) has a long record of using third party
audio recordings. Conversation analysis has its origins in trying to understand third party tape
recordings of phone calls to a suicide prevention centre (Sacks 1992). EMCA has however been
slower to re-use third party film or video recordings for analysis (though there are a number of
exceptions (Goodwin & Goodwin 1997; Macbeth 1999; Mondada 2009)). Youtube itself has only
recently been drawn upon by EMCA researchers though as a repository of broadcast footage rather
than for the other material that is lodged there (Butler & Fitzgerald 2011; Llewellyn & Butler
2011) rather than for other unedited recordings that would lend themselves to analysis. My
ambition in this article is to encourage geographers to draw upon Youtube at a general level but also
to show what drawing upon an EMCA approach might then oﬀer as a way of understanding
amateur video on Youtube.
Masses of observations in the archive
Given the daunting quantities of material available on Youtube the problem is how to collect
manageable amounts of material from it. In her study of birth videos Longhurst (2009) looked at
several hundred videos from a potential pool of hundreds of thousands. Even at several hundred,
hers is a remarkable achievement in immersion in a video genre on Youtube. Her desire to watch
such a large number of birth videos brought together a focus on the ‘politics of the visual
representations of birth’ (Longhurst 2009: 51) with an interest in the spaces of birth. Alongside the

videos themselves Longhurst also read through comments, noted down the viewing statistics that
provide further frames of reference in Youtube. She in fact combined the video materials with the
other digital media on Youtube in order to “build a more robust picture of what Rose (2001: 30)
refers to as the ‘technological modality’, ‘compositional modality’ and ‘social modality’ of the
images.” p50. Other research have also transected their way through the Youtube landscape by
pursuing topics that are then produced by distinct modalities: policing (Goldsmith 2010), older
vloggers (Harley & Fitzpatrick 2009), the US Military in Iraq (Smith & McDonald 2011).
For EMCA the form of the video is a central selectional criterion because the ideal recordings of
social practices are un-edited clips. Editing, while central to construction of narrative and meaning
in film destroys the temporal, spatial and sequential continuities of the original event that has been
recorded on film. A central concern in EMCA studies is the in vivo order of social practices and
video provide a germane record for the recovery of the local production of social order. While there
are a series of studies from EMCA that are interested in montage (e.g. ( Jayyusi 1988; Broth 2008;
Laurier & Brown 2011)), for the majority of ethnomethodological studies the removal of sections of
video recordings means that, for instance, how one action was timed in relation to another may be
lost, or what formed the response to one action in another action is lost because that second action
was removed. A desire for the unedited should not be confused with a positivist or mimetic
conception of video recordings that treats them as either sensory experience preserved or a mirror of
reality. It is there, to paraphrase Harvey Sacks, to work against our limited geographical imagination
of not just how events happen but how orderly they are and how they are ordered.
e three videos that I will work through in the next sections all have that unedited quality and
were gathered using that criterion. For each I will try and hint at what an EMCA analysis can
provide. What they also help me demonstrate are a series of quite distinct projects that the videos
form part of and thus also help to begin diﬀerentiate Youtube from a homogenous mass into
distinct genres that arise out of and re-shape communities of practice. A move that Longhurst first
made by collecting birthing videos.

An alternative record - Police Encounters
e filming of police encounters by amateurs is a relatively common genre of recordings on Youtube
and it has been studied in terms a new form of ‘secondary visibility’ of the police (Goldsmith 2010).
Jones and Raymond looked in detail at video recordings of police encounters kept by residents of
African American in US neighbourhoods ‘to document and deter police brutality’ ( Jones &
Raymond 2012: 110). Rather than being sourced from Youtube the videos they had access to were
recorded in the years before online video storage became common. During her fieldwork Jones came
upon an archive of video tapes kept by a local resident. e resident’s handheld videos of police
incidents in his neighbourhood were being produced not only for their purposes in the moments of
the encounter (‘to deter’) but also ‘to document’. Video tapes could potentially be used by later
viewers, potentially in court cases, to assess and judge the police procedures. e court-room use of
video-tape evidence from a third party being the focus of Goodwin’s earlier study of the Rodney
King trial (Goodwin & Goodwin 1997)).
As we noted earlier Smith (2011) had collected a number of Youtube clips of police encounters in
the UK, recorded on mobile phones, cameras and video cameras. e fragment below is interesting
because it catches a moment when the fact of being filmed is being topicalised. e video was
recorded by two photographers (PG1 & PG2) who had been filming buildings in a city centre when
they were then approached by a community support oﬃcer and asked to give their name and
address under ‘section 44’. e photographers appeared to have a reasonable sense of their rights to

film in public spaces because, from the outset, they asked whether they actually did have to provide
their details. We join them later on when two further police oﬃcers (PO1 & PO2) have
approached them to ask again to request information from the photographers:

Fig .1 - Extract from Tim Smith’s transcript
e photographer’s response at line 53 resists the request for detail by raising a question, one that
raises the stakes from supplying personal information to being held by the police. Perhaps in the
light of this non-compliance of the photographers, at line 57, one of the police oﬃcers then makes a
request for the other oﬃcer not to be filmed. At line 65 the photographers provide the reason for
the filming (‘protection’), which also then casts the police oﬃcers’ actions as threatening. e
photographer also redirects the camera. Pointing the camera downwards does then comply with the
request to stop “filming her” while continuing the creating a record of the encounter. At line 68 one
of the police oﬃcers provides a minimal acceptance of being filmed. With this acceptance secured
the photographers return to their confrontation (line 70).
Had any of the original recording of this encounter been edited out then we might either be missing
the requests by the police or the responses given by the photographers. In missing steps in the
sequence of verbal actions we begin to lose the resistance, the play of power, from both sides in this
encounter, police and photographers. EMCA is also interested in recovering where one or the other
parties talks over and thereby potentially interrupts of cuts oﬀ the other. While we might expect
that it’s the police that have the power to cut-oﬀ the speech of the photographers what we see at
line 53 is that it’s the question from the photographer that talks over the continuing speech of the
police oﬃcer.
As I noted earlier this particular recording is stimulating because it topicalises the presence of the
cameras and the presence, or not, of camera tends to be dealt with usually just in terms of the simple

question their presence polluting the ‘naturally occurring’ character of the original events (Laurier &
Philo 2006; Jones & Raymond 2012). In this video it is not a simple intrusion, it is instead already
there in the events themselves. It begins to tell us how the police respond not simply to the presence
of cameras but of the pointing of those cameras at particular categories of objects (buildings) in
particular categories of space (city centres on alert after 9/11 and 7/7) and by particular categories of
persons (those filming who are not recognisable as family members, professional film-makers,
tourists etc.).
In the article by Jones and Raymond (2012), they note that alongside Ray’s successful capturing of a
number of incidents of vicious police actions he also inescapably catches routine encounters between
the police and residents:
To catch instances of police brutality on tape, the videographer had to record police-citizen
encounters whenever they occurred, from as close to the beginning as possible to the very end,
whether or not they escalated into conflict or entailed violence. As a result, his archive of video
recordings includes interactions that are sometimes quite dramatic and sometimes quite banal.
in spite of a lack of concern for objectivity, this third-party videographer has produced a
collection of potential negative cases that can be useful to social scientists interested in
building a theory based on observations. ( Jones & Raymond 2012: 118)
is is less true of the one-oﬀ recordings that Tim collected. ey were uploaded to Youtube not as
a comprehensive archive like Ray’s counter-surveillance on the police but instead they were often
generated by interruptions to amateurs filming. e amateurs then kept the recording devices rolling
in order to provide a record of the policing of video-makers.
Amateur broadcast - Video Blogs of Recovery
Video-blogs (or vlogs) on Youtube are a genre of interest in their own right, having been studied as
forms of home production (Laurier 2013), ‘post-television’ (Tolson 2010) and intergenerational
communication (Harley & Fitzpatrick 2009). Most video-blogs are of a monological character: daily
diaries or expert tutorials directly addressing a later viewer (Tolson 2010) and that puts certain
limits around the practices that are then recoverable from them. “Anita’s Adventures in a Brain
Trauma” is a video-blog from a sub-genre in which video-blogs are kept as part of fund-raising
activities, either by charities or, in this case, by individuals. While fundraising captures part of the
purposes of this video-blog it is also a carefully crafted amateur documentary series kept by a
brother of his sister’s struggles to recover after a serious accident. It draws on the observational
camera style of longer traditions of cinema verité which then does tend to catch a variety of
practices in front of the camera. Each episode is numbered by the days since Anita’s accident and
registering the struggles she has with her injuries.

Fig. 2 Video-blog - Anita’s Adventures in Brain Trauma
While searching Youtube for material on suﬀering and compassion a particular episode caught my
interest. On Day 27 the recording captured elements of Anita’s suﬀering as most of the other
episodes had done, but what it also captured were the compassionate responses from her brother at
her bedside. e camera was left running while Anita’s brother and other relatives were visiting,
capturing their inquiries into how she is feeling, Anita updating them on what has been happening
with her treatment and so on. e camera set-up for Day 27, as for most of the episodes, is a
medium shot of the events taking place at the bedside. It places the viewer as a third party witness
to the events taking place that have brought together brother and sister in a hospital room.
What we have an insight into, from the brother’s video documentation in “Anita’s Adventures in
Brain Trauma’, is the unfolding of suﬀering and the related responses of caring relatives. In the
excerpt Anita is expressing that suﬀering through griping about the indignities of no longer being
able to take herself to the toilet because of her “dumb hand”. In response to her mentioning her
hand which she has lost control of due to her brain injuries, her brother picks it up:

Fig.3 Excerpt from graphic-transcript of “Day 27: Pop/poop Philosophy”
As we see in figure 3 he picks up the hand, cradles it and then rocks it, showing his sympathy while
his sister recounts the degradations her “bullshit hand” has caused. We hear the way that she
formulates that degradation also through the fact of wearing a diaper. ere is more in, and to, the
recordings, hopefully it begins to be clear the record that they provide for studying family practices
of caring at the bedside.
Because the video was not produced by researchers as part of a project on suﬀering and compassion
there is much that is missing even as there is much that is gained because a camera-wielding
researcher is not present. For instance, in many of the recordings the family members looking after
Anita are out of shot. Even with their embodied work invisible to us, the verbal actions of proﬀering
and receiving care remain a resource for study. e recordings themselves capture Anita as both the
object of concern, how much progress has she made and they are also designed to evoke sympathy
from us as witnesses to Anita (rather than to foreground the caring practices of her relatives).
However because they adopt a documentary style, like Ray’s videos in the previous section, they do
much more. ey allow us to witness a complex terrain of teasing and mockery, of a person rendered
vulnerable by serious injury, the expression of courage and the response to that courage.
While donation-seeking was central motive of the brother’s videos, by the nature of Youtube other
forms of response were provide along with or as an alternative to financial donations:

Fig. 4 Responses to ‘Day 27’
e nature of the video blog is that it is drawn into relations with other blogs and is responded to
within Youtube creating what Patricia Lange (2009) calls “videos of aﬃnity”. Rather than being
watched by a mass audience, it moves through much more smaller social networks (Day 27 has had
521 views at time of writing). ese may be amongst family members (more of which later) or in
the case of illnesses like Anita’s amongst fellow suﬀerers, or friends or fellow enthusiasts etc. Lange’s
argument is that Anita is also oﬀered the attention of others. In the response in fig.4 we can see that
many of the viewers go beyond attention to oﬀer compliments and encouragement. Yet Anita’s
struggle brings together fund-raising with this extended network of care and it is there that verges
into the new media economy that Youtube has created ( Jenkins 2009). ere is then in the material
around the third party video further materials for research on audience response to videos.

Home videos - Opening Christmas Presents
My third and final example from Youtube is a recording of a family unwrapping their presents on
Christmas day. It was collected as part of a more general project looking at the lived work of
producing and reproducing the family (e.g. on the family meal (Laurier & Wiggins 2011)).
Christmas day in many cultures being, amongst other things, a day dominated by ‘family
practices’ (Morgan 2011). It is a day when family relationships are very much at stake and those
high stakes easily leading to high drama. It is also a day that is built to be a locus of family
remembering and serves as an annual occasion for photographing the family together (Rose 2010).
As video has become a more common feature of family life, the very recording process has become
part of marking Christmas day as memorable. e Christmas video’s primary circulation is often,
then, as a further gift other family members who were either there at the original event or are
nevertheless to be included in the larger family through being called upon as belated witnesses to
the family celebration (Strangelove 2010).

Fig. 5 Opening presents on Christmas Day.
In the unpublished analysis of the round of present opening, we were interested in how each gift is
categorised, by identifying its giver, before it is opened. We see this form of sense-making in action
when the grandmother says in the third panel “who’s it from” (see also (Good & Beach 2005)). On
locating the giver in the room, attention is directed between the person opening the present and the
giver. If you look at the final panel of fig. 5 we can see the grandmother and daughter looking
toward Anna. ere is not the space to report on our more detailed findings here but what was
surprising was how much eﬀort older family members expended in finding what was good about
gifts that appeared to be under-appreciated by their recipients. An eﬀort that in its appreciation of
the object showed an orientation toward the high stakes of the day and how possible injuries to
individuals were fended oﬀ by other members of the family.
Having sketched the EMCA interest in the opening and assessing of gifts by families what I also
want to direct our attention toward is how these video recordings of family events are involved in
the reconfiguration of the private sphere. Fig 5 appears to be part of a recording that would have
once sat within a family archive to be narrated for, and seen by, family members and friends of the
family (Strangelove 2010). Yet like the photographic album (Rose 2010), the home movie is also a
device for presenting and narrating the family to visitors of all kinds (Moran 2002). Christmas day
itself is a shared and collective event which forms a central element of belonging to particular
national cultures. If family members are willing to be recorded and/or have a desire to share certain
family events on Youtube for as yet unknown later viewers, Christmas sits not far from weddings, as
the occasion where the a group presents itself as that most public private institution - a family.
Privacy and vulnerability in the public realm of Youtube
In this brief article I have wanted to spell out possibilities rather than challenges of using Youtube.
Let me touch upon one problem that we, as researchers, face in responding to the recordings of
ordinary lives that we find on Youtube (Strangelove 2010). In terms of a university ethics board,

they are published material in the public domain and, at first brush, might seem straightforward to
study (if not to copy). at there remains an ethical dilemma became apparent to me on watching
home videos on Youtube. I was aware that in watching a home movie archived on Youtube I was
answering an invite to view a record of a family appearing as themselves. e video’s accountability
was not diﬀused by the family performing the part of being someone else or just having an
anonymous misadventure (e.g. falling oﬀ a trampoline or into a pile of manure) that remains the
stock in trade of home videos in the public domain. at is not to ignore the fact that the video’s
invitation reflexively shapes our sense of the privacy of particular events (Lomax & Casey 1998),
invitations cannot determine responses to them, even if they do hope for acceptance. A fact that is
obvious in the malice that is routinely expressed in the comments found below popular Youtube
home videos.
Our ethical response is, at a basic level, to then also respect and reproduce a certain level of privacy
as, Lomax and Casey (Lomax & Casey 1998) described in relation to the placement of the camera
and of actions being hidden from it. e mark of that in this article is a certain level of
anonymisation of the transcripts through the common practice of applying a filter to the graphics.
An anonymisation that asks us to see this as any family rather than the individual family that it is.
Anonymisation is the response that shows here that we are looking at these recordings to learn
about the socio-spatial institution that is the family, not that we are looking at this family. At a more
demanding level of ethical response it is in the ethics of our own approach which here is that of
ethnomethodology and conversation analysis. An ethic which is about trying avoid ironising the
members’ practice and to understand participants’ orientations and concerns in the original event
(Laurier 2010). Other human geographers will bring other ethics in their use of recordings where
their subjects are vulnerable to their judgement and misjudgement.
Conclusion
In this article I have provides a flavour of what human geographers can find in drawing upon the
accidental mass observation archive that is Youtube. As with all archives Youtube is the product of
its own conditions of possibility (Lorimer 2009) and a number of the early works on Youtube have
been interested in how it came to be, what its limitations are as well as what new things it makes
possible and old things its transforms (Burgess & Green 2009). e three forms of video I have
sketched out here that we find on Youtube being: alternative citizen records of policing, caring and
fundraising and, finally, the home video. For each of these I have shown how they might be
approached from an EMCA perspective that is more interested in accessing the activities recorded
than examining the sprawling and multi-form entity that is Youtube itself. ere are many other
uses to which human geographer can put video-sharing sites but my plea here is to take it seriously
as an easy to access repository of historical, cultural and social recordings.
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